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Scaridae (parrotfishes) is a prominent clade of 96 species that shape coral reef communities worldwide

through their actions as grazing herbivores. Phylogenetically nested within Labridae, the profound eco-

logical impact and high species richness of parrotfishes suggest that their diversification and ecological

success may be linked. Here, we ask whether parrotfish evolution is characterized by a significant burst

of lineage diversification and whether parrotfish diversity is shaped more strongly by sexual selection or

modifications of the feeding mechanism. We first examined scarid diversification within the greater con-

text of labrid diversity. We used a supermatrix approach for 252 species to propose the most extensive

phylogenetic hypothesis of Labridae to date, and time-calibrated the phylogeny with fossil and biogeogra-

phical data. Using divergence date estimates, we find that several parrotfish clades exhibit the highest

diversification rates among all labrid lineages. Furthermore, we pinpoint a rate shift at the shared ancestor

of Scarus and Chlorurus, a scarid subclade characterized by territorial behaviour and strong sexual dichro-

matism, suggesting that sexual selection was a major factor in parrotfish diversification. Modifications of

the pharyngeal and oral jaws that happened earlier in parrotfish evolution may have contributed to this

diversity by establishing parrotfishes as uniquely capable reef herbivores.

Keywords: diversification rate; functional morphology; Labridae; phylogenetic analysis;

Scaridae; sexual selection
1. INTRODUCTION
Coral reefs are renowned for their biodiversity, an abun-

dance that is shared across many lineages that live on

reefs. However, little is known about what factors have

shaped patterns of diversification of reef organisms.

There is some evidence that living on coral reefs can

itself spur diversification (Alfaro et al. 2007), possibly

because of opportunities presented by the rich niche

diversity inherent on reefs or strong community inter-

actions among the inhabitants. Innovation and radiation

of functional systems have also been implicated in lineage

diversification. Toxin diversification facilitated by gene

duplications and its link to trophic evolution, for example,

have played an important role in the remarkable radiation

of Conus gastropods (Duda & Palumbi 1999). Further-

more, factors that result in rapid reproductive isolation

between populations can contribute to the diversification

of reef organisms. Shifts in Conus from having planktonic

dispersing larvae to direct development, for example, are

associated with a recent radiation of over 30 species ende-

mic to the Cape Verde Islands (Duda & Rolan 2005). In

addition, pronounced colour differences between closely
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related species of reef fishes (Taylor & Hellberg 2005)

and strong sexual dichromatism observed in many

groups of reef fishes suggest the possibility of a link

between colour, species recognition and mate choice.

Taxa with stronger patterns of sexual selection have

frequently been shown to be more species rich than

their sister groups (Coyne & Orr 2004), but tests of the

effect of sexual selection on patterns of diversification of

major reef clades have not been performed.

In this paper, we explore the tempo of diversification

in parrotfishes (Scaridae), a monophyletic group of 96

teleost species that are prominent inhabitants of coral

reefs around the world. A series of functional innovations

in their feeding mechanism allow parrotfishes to scrape

algae from the surface of hard substrates and to pulverize

and digest the mixture of algae, bacteria, detritus, benthic

invertebrates, dead coral skeletons and sand (Clements &

Bellwood 1988; Gobalet 1989; Bellwood 1994;

Wainwright et al. 2004). Feeding activities make scarids

some of the ecologically most important fishes on

modern coral reefs (Bellwood 1995; Hughes et al. 2007;

Hoey & Bellwood 2008). Scarids are phylogenetically

nested within Labridae (Westneat & Alfaro 2005), a

clade of about 600 species of reef fishes that exhibit an

exceptional diversity in body size, shape, coloration, feed-

ing habits, reproductive behaviours and life histories

(Wainwright et al. 2004; Westneat & Alfaro 2005).
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While previous phylogenetic studies of parrotfishes have

noted that they exhibit a high species richness that is

recently derived (Streelman et al. 2002; Smith et al.

2008), the possibility of diversification rate shifts within

parrotfishes has not been thoroughly investigated.

We focus on a series of questions about the diversi-

fication of parrotfishes. First, we examine scarid

diversification in the greater context of labrid diversity.

To this end, we perform a supermatrix analysis that com-

bines published and unpublished DNA sequence data

sampled across and within labrid clades. The resulting

phylogenetic hypothesis includes by a factor of three the

largest number of labrid taxa sampled in an analysis and

better represents the diversity of the group at all phyloge-

netic levels. We employ existing fossil and biogeographical

calibrations to estimate divergence times of labrid

lineages. Using this time-calibrated phylogeny, we scan

Labridae for clades that are significantly more diverse

than expected, given the age of the clade and a net diver-

sification rate that we calculate for labrids as a whole. This

analysis shows that some scarid clades exhibit significantly

greater diversity than expected and raises the possibility of

a diversification rate shift within parrotfishes. Then we

ask whether and where this shift has occurred within

Scaridae, which could reveal if high parrotfish diversity

is most closely tied to one of three key transitions that

have happened in parrotfish history: (i) the origin of the

modified pharyngeal jaw apparatus that distinguishes

scarids from the rest of labrids and allows them to pulver-

ize the mixture of algae and rock that they feed on; (ii) the

origin of the beak-like jaw and modified dental and mus-

cular structures that enable some parrotfish to feed

on rocky substrates; or (iii) the origin of strong sexual

dichromatism that characterizes a large scarid subclade.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Phylogenetic analysis

Parrotfishes, along with Odacidae (weed-whitings), are

phylogenetically nested within Labridae (Clements et al.

2004; Westneat & Alfaro 2005). Accordingly, the ingroup

of our study consists of representatives of all these groups.

We estimated phylogenetic relationships among 252 species

of labrids and an outgroup set of 24 species representing

Cichlidae, Pomacentridae, Embiotocidae and other perci-

form groups using both published and unpublished DNA

sequence data. We downloaded published sequences of

nuclear genes RAG2, TMO-4C4 and S7, mitochondrial

genes COI and cytb and ribosomal RNA genes 16S and

12S from GenBank (table S1, electronic supplementary

material) using PHYUTILITY (Smith & Dunn 2008). With

novel S7 sequences from 10 wrasse species and COI

sequences from 26 wrasse and two parrotfish species (table

S1, electronic supplementary material), about 54 per cent

of all species–marker combinations in the supermatrix are

sampled (table S2, electronic supplementary material). To

obtain novel sequences, we isolated DNA from tissues of

field-collected specimens following the standard protocol of

QIAGEN DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit. Using isolated DNA

as a template, we amplified COI and S7 genes in separate

polymerase chain reactions (PCRs). We cleaned PCR pro-

ducts with QIAGEN PCR Purification Kit and used it as a

template in DNA sequencing reactions. In PCR and DNA
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
sequencing reactions, we used universal primers for S7

(Chow & Hazama 1998) and COI (Folmer et al. 1994).

We aligned sequences from each marker separately

using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) and omitted sequences that

could not be unambiguously aligned with the rest of

sequences after controlling for GenBank errors (e.g.

reverse-complemented nucleotides). In the case of multiple

sequences from the same species, we used the sequence

with greatest overlap with the rest of sequences. We trimmed

flanking regions that contained sequences from less than

about 50 per cent of taxa in the alignment. Finally, we con-

catenated nucleotide marker datasets into a supermatrix

using PHYUTILITY (Smith & Dunn 2008). The supermatrix

alignment is available as electronic supplementary material.

We partitioned the supermatrix by individual molecular

markers and performed a maximum-likelihood (ML) analy-

sis implemented in RAXML (Stamatakis 2006). Adopting

different data partitioning schemes resulted in trees that

differed only in species-level relationship that are poorly

resolved and did not affect the results significantly. We per-

formed both a bootstrap analysis under a GTR þ CAT

model with 500 pseudoreplicates and 200 independent ML

estimates under a GTR þMIX model and used the phyloge-

netic tree with the best likelihood score for further analyses

(electronic supplementary material, figure S1).
(b) Node calibrations

Labridae is characterized by an overall paucity of fossil taxa

that can reliably be used to calibrate molecular phyloge-

nies. Our examination of the literature pointed out three

fossil labrid taxa that are phylogenetically resolved, as

well as a biogeographical calibration point. We present

the details of these calibrations as electronic supplementary

material.
(c) Divergence date estimates

We estimated labrid divergence dates using two methods that

accommodate molecular evolutionary rate variation among

lineages. In both analyses, we used the ML tree inferred by

RAXML (Stamatakis 2006), but excluded the outgroup to

estimate divergence times only for sampled labrid, scarid

and odacid lineages. The non-parametric rate smoothing

(NPRS) method, implemented in r8s v. 1.70 (Sanderson

2003), relaxes the assumption of a molecular clock by a

least squares smoothing of substitution rates (Sanderson

1997). Estimating divergence dates using the NPRS

method requires at least one hard age constraint. Therefore,

in addition to minimum age constraints of fossil data, we

assumed that the closure of the Isthmus of Panama caused

the split of geminate species Halichoeres dispilus and

Halichoeres pictus and constrained minimum and maximum

ages for the most-recent common ancestor (MRCA) of

these species to 3.1 and 3.5 Myr ago, respectively.

The second model of diversification rate heterogeneity,

the uncorrelated lognormal (UCLN) model, samples substi-

tution rates independently from a lognormal distribution

(Drummond et al. 2006) and is implemented in BEAST

v. 1.4.8 (Drummond & Rambaut 2007). We assumed that

the UCLN model best explains the diversification rate het-

erogeneity in labrids. A BEAST analysis where we used the

same partitioning scheme as the RAXML analysis failed to

converge despite multiple runs of at least 10 million gener-

ations each, possibly owing to the high amount of missing
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Figure 1. The genus-level phylogenetic hypothesis for Labridae, time-calibrated using the NPRS method. The width of vertical
lines at the tips of the tree does not correspond to species richness of clades. Diversification rates for black clades are not calculated,
as their extant diversities could not be confidently assigned. Tip labels denote genus names with the proportion of sampled species
in brackets (sampled/total). A single number in brackets given for some paraphyletic genera denotes the number of sampled

species. r is the lineage diversification rate calculated using Magallon and Sanderson’s method (2001) at 1 ¼ 0.
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data in some partitions. Therefore, we estimated the

posterior probability density of divergence times by an

unpartitioned BEAST analysis using a GTR þ GAMMA

nucleotide substitution model with four rate categories, and

a birth–death process as the prior for speciation. As the
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
RAXML analysis produced a tree topology that is highly con-

gruent with previous phylogenetic hypotheses on labrids, we

fixed the topology and used BEAST to estimate divergence

times only. We performed eight separate runs of

the BEAST analysis for 30 million generations each, and
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combined the results using the accompanying program,

BEAUti.

Because a diversification event is most likely to have

occurred some time before the age of the oldest fossil

dating the node, we used lognormal priors for fossil

calibrations (Ho 2007), with zero offset values reflecting

conservative estimates of fossil ages. We present details of

these priors in the supplementary material.
(d) Analyses of diversity and diversification rates

First, we examined parrotfish diversity within the greater

radiation of Labridae. Here, we used Magallon and

Sanderson’s method (2001), implemented in the R program-

ming language (R Development Core Team 2005) package

‘geiger’ (Harmon et al. 2008), to calculate a net diversifica-

tion rate for labrids as a whole, given an extant diversity

and the estimated age of Labridae. We used this diversifica-

tion rate to determine the 95 per cent confidence interval

(CI) around the expected species diversity for a clade of a

given stem age that has diversified with a constant rate. We

plotted species richness of various labrid clades as a function

of their stem ages and compared their diversities to the 95 per

cent CI for the corresponding stem age. As many labrid

species were not sampled in this study, we analysed only

those clades where we can confidently assign the unsampled

extant diversity. We assigned species totals to clades following

FishBase (http://www.fishbase.org). Specifically, we included

genera with no evidence for paraphyly (e.g. Scarus) and

clades that consist of monophyletic genera (e.g. Scarus þ
Chlorurus). We also analysed some strongly supported

clades that contain paraphyletic genera, but only if all

sampled species of those genera are grouped in the clade

(e.g. Thalassoma þ Gomphosus). Furthermore, we placed

diversities of several unsampled labrid genera according to

available phylogenetic information. Six genera with a total

of six species where no reliable information was available

regarding their phylogenetic placement were excluded from

the analysis (table S3, electronic supplementary material).

Second, we tested whether and where a shift in diversifica-

tion rate has occurred within parrotfishes by comparing

the likelihood of observing the data under a constant-rate

model to the likelihood under a rate-shift model. Here, we

used a genus-level phylogeny of Scaridae by excluding all

non-scarid lineages from the time-calibrated labrid phylo-

geny and trimming all but one representative species from

each scarid genus. As all scarid genera appear to be mono-

phyletic, we assigned the number of extant species to each

genus following FishBase (http://www.fishbase.org). We

used the R package ‘LASER’ (Rabosky 2006) to fit a

constant-rate and two-rate diversification model on the

time-calibrated, genus-level scarid phylogeny. The two-rate

model creates tree bipartitions using each node in turn and

finds the ML estimate of the rate for each partition using

taxonomic and phylogenetic data (Rabosky et al. 2007).

The bipartitioning scheme that gives the highest likelihood

denotes the estimated location of the rate shift. Furthermore,

we predicted an increase in the diversification rate at the base

of the clade consisting of Scarus and Chlorurus, and also

tested the alternative hypothesis of an ancestrally increased

diversification rate and a subsequent decrease in some

other scarid clade or clades. To this end, we used a con-

strained version of the two-rate model (‘rate-decrease

model’), where the highest diversification rate must occur
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in the tree bipartition containing the root node, and there-

fore, in this case, no rate increase is allowed on the path

from the root to the Scarus þ Chlorurus clade (Rabosky

et al. 2007).

Finally, we used SYMMETREE (Chan & Moore 2005) to

scan the parrotfish tree topology for significantly imbalanced

partitions and to locate a shift in diversification rate. We

incorporated the true parrotfish diversity into the analysis by

coding incompletely sampled parrotfish genera as a

polytomy of the complete diversity and resolving it with the

taxon-size sensitive equal-rates Markov model using 107

random resolutions. Again, we assigned extant diversity to

parrotfish clades following FishBase (http://www.fishbase.

org). Finally, we used 106 simulated trees to build a null

distribution and test for significance of the results.

Except for the SYMMETREE analysis, we repeated all

diversification rate analyses for both NPRS and BEAST

divergence date estimates and under extreme relative

extinction rates (1; extinction rate/speciation rate), 1 ¼ 0

and 1 ¼ 0.9. Changes in 1 are irrelevant to SYMMETREE.
3. RESULTS
(a) Phylogenetic relationships and divergence

date estimates of Labridae

The analysis of 252 labrids plus outgroup taxa resulted in

a phylogenetic tree and divergence date estimates that are

mostly congruent with recent hypotheses for Labridae

(figure 1). All major clades presented in figure 1, with

the exception of Xyrichthys and related genera, are

resolved with moderate to well support. To focus on

parrotfish diversification, we present phylogenetic

relationships and date estimates that are novel or differ

from those presented in past studies, as well as a phylo-

genetic tree with bootstrap support, as electronic

supplementary material.

(b) Parrotfishes within the greater

labrid radiation

Diversification rate estimates suggest that Scaridae rep-

resents a major diversification event within Labridae

(figure 1). Accordingly, among labrid lineages we investi-

gated, we found the highest diversification rate within

reef-associated parrotfishes, especially in the clade that

consists of two of the most diverse parrotfish genera,

Scarus and Chlorurus (figure 1). We estimate that the

diversification rate increased twofold (1 ¼ 0.9) to about

threefold (1 ¼ 0) in this clade compared with that calcu-

lated for Labridae as a whole (table 1) using Magallon

and Sanderson’s method (2001). Similarly, we find that

Scarus and Scarus þ Chlorurus are significantly more

diverse than expected under the diversification rate calcu-

lated for labrids, although the significance of the latter

disappears at high extinction using BEAST divergence

date estimates (figure 2).

(c) Patterns of diversification within

parrotfishes

We find that a two-rate model of diversification fits the

data significantly better, and thus reject the null hypo-

thesis that parrotfishes diversified at a constant rate

(p , 0.001; table 2). Furthermore, the MRCA of Scarus

and Chlorurus is the ML estimate of the diversification

rate shift point (figure 3), for both NPRS and BEAST
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Table 1. Diversification rates for Labridae and the clade

consisting of Scarus and Chlorurus, estimated with Magallon &
Sanderson’s method (2001), at low (1 ¼ 0) and high (1 ¼ 0.9)
extinction rates and using both BEAST and NPRS age
estimates.

Labridae Scarus þ Chlorurus

NPRS BEAST NPRS BEAST

1 ¼ 0 0.084 0.104 0.267 0.261

1 ¼ 0.9 0.060 0.074 0.130 0.127
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Figure 2. Diversities of all terminal clades in figure 1, to which
extant diversity could be assigned, compared with the 95 per
cent CI of expected diversity for a clade of a given stem age
diversifying under a constant diversification rate. Diversifica-
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age estimates and at low and high extinction rates (table 2).

Our estimates indicate that Scarus and Chlorurus diversified

at a rate that is about four (1 ¼ 0) to nine (1 ¼ 0.9) times

greater than the rest of parrotfishes, using NPRS estimates

(table 2) and a rate estimator that combines taxonomic and

phylogenetic data (Rabosky et al. 2007). We did not find

support for the alternative hypothesis that Scarus and

Chlorurus retained an ancestrally high rate of diversifica-

tion, while some other clade or clades experienced a

decreased rate, as indicated by the high Akaike Infor-

mation Criterion (AIC) score of the rate-decrease model

relative to the two-rate model (table 2). Finally, analysis

of the tree topology using SYMMETREE confirmed these

results and pointed to the MRCA of Scarus and Chlorurus

as the location of the rate shift (p , 0.01; figure 3).
tion rates are calculated using Magallon and Sanderson’s

method (2001) at 1 ¼ 0 (solid line) and 1 ¼ 0.9 (dashed
line) for (a) NPRS age estimates and (b) BEAST age esti-
mates. The reef clade and the seagrass clade of parrotfishes,
in which terminal parrotfish clades are nested, are also

included in the analysis. Diversities of terminal clades that
are older than 35 Myr and found to be non-significant (e.g.
Lachnolaimus) are not shown. Labels correspond to: Sc,
Scarus; Ch, Chlorurus; Scþ Ch, the clade consisting of
Scarus and Chlorurus; ScarR, reef clade of parrotfishes;

Thþ G, the clade consisting of Thalassoma and Gomphosus;
PsL, Pseudolabrines; Mac, Macropharyngodon. Diversities of
clades that are not labelled are found to be non-significant.
4. DISCUSSION
The high diversification rate within parrotfishes compared

with the rest of labrids (figure 1) and diversity observed in

some parrotfish clades that is greater than expected under

a constant rate (figure 2), raise the possibility of a signifi-

cant diversification rate shift in Scaridae. Accordingly, we

confirm a significantly increased diversification rate in

parrotfishes, specifically, at the node that corresponds to

the MRCA of the reef-associated genera Scarus and

Chlorurus (table 2; figure 3). Members of Scarus and

Chlorurus, which account for about 75 per cent of all

parrotfishes, are characterized by territorial and haremic

behaviour, diandry and pronounced sexual dichromatism

(Robertson & Warner 1978; Streelman et al. 2002), fac-

tors that may contribute to reproductive isolation and

lead to accelerated diversification (Panhuis et al. 2001;

Coyne & Orr 2004; Mank 2007). Consequently, inferred

location of the rate shift suggests that strong sexual

selection, rather than key morphological innovations,

has played the major role in parrotfish diversification

(figure 3).

It is important to note, however, that morphological

modifications in pharyngeal and oral jaws, teeth and its

associated musculature (Gobalet 1989; Bellwood 1994)

that occurred earlier in parrotfish history (figure 3) may

also have indirectly contributed to the burst of diversifi-

cation in Scarus and Chlorurus. These morphological

transitions manifest themselves as specialized feeding

habits and, consequently, a strong preference for reef

habitats in some parrotfish (Bellwood & Schultz 1991).

Growing evidence suggests that habitat can strongly

influence patterns of speciation through sexual selection

(Orr & Smith 1998). In this case, a reef habitat may
Proc. R. Soc. B (2009)
have offered greater opportunities for territorial and

haremic behaviour and, consequently, stronger sexual

selection, owing to its greater habitat complexity

(Gratwicke & Speight 2005) and the high abundance of

structures that can be used as territory landmarks or

specific spawning locations that can be monopolized

(Petersen & Warner 2002).

Sexual selection may have contributed to the diversifi-

cation of other labrid lineages as well. An interesting case

is the parrotfish genus Sparisoma that is nested within the

seagrass clade (figure 3). This group represents a separate

origin of the beak-like jaw formed from coalesced teeth

that is similar to reef scarids (Streelman et al. 2002).

Members of Sparisoma exhibit both reef and seagrass

association and feeding modes of scraping, excavating

and browsing (Bellwood 1994). In addition, some

Sparisoma species resemble reef scarids through their

territorial and haremic behaviour and pronounced

sexual dichromatism (Robertson & Warner 1978). As

Sparisoma is the only scarid genus, other than Scarus

and Chlorurus, that has more than a few species, it is
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Figure 3. A phylogeny of Scaridae. Tip labels denote genus
names with species totals in brackets. The arrow points to
the inferred location of the rate shift. Pictures on branches

represent important transitions in the evolutionary history
of parrotfishes, rather than hypothesized ancestral states.
These are: (i) modified pharyngeal jaw apparatus (from
Leptoscarus vaigiensis) shared by all parrotfishes; (ii) modi-
fications in the oral jaw and teeth structure (from Scarus
psittacus) shared by the reef scarids; and (iii) pronounced
sexual dichromatism (male and female Scarus frenatus) char-
acterizing a subclade of reef scarids. Drawings of pharyngeal
and oral jaws and pictures of S. frenatus are taken with
permission from Bellwood (1994) and FishBase (www.fish-

base.org), respectively.
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possible that sexual selection has contributed to the diver-

sity of this clade. However, Sparisoma exhibits neither a

significant diversification rate (figure 1) nor diversity

(figure 2), suggesting that the effect of sexual selection

has been weaker in this clade than in Scarus and Chlor-

urus. Furthermore, differences in the evolutionary

histories of these clades that, according to our estimates,

have diverged about 30 Myr ago, may also have contribu-

ted to patterns of diversity. For example, in contrast to

Scarus and Chlorurus that have probably originated in

the Indo-Pacific (Streelman et al. 2002), parrotfishes of

Sparisoma are found mainly in the Caribbean, a region

with a very different history such as a recent mass

extinction (Jackson et al. 1996).

Several caveats need to be kept in mind while inter-

preting our findings. First, the phylogenetic placement

of species that we have not sampled could possibly alter

stem age estimates and species richness of some labrid

clades. Second, the amount of missing data in the super-

matrix could introduce branch length variation and,

consequently, further affect divergence date and diversifi-

cation rate estimates. Parrotfish clades, however, are

fairly well sampled and strongly resolved as monophy-

letic. Furthermore, our divergence date estimates of both

BEAST and NPRS are mostly congruent with previous

studies on Labridae. Consequently, despite possible

effects of taxonomic sampling and missing data, we

expect our central conclusions on parrotfish diversification

to be robust.

In summary, we showed that parrotfishes represent a

major diversification event within Labridae. Further-

more, the location of this increase in diversification

rate is consistent with a major impact of strong sexual

selection, but we also suggest that morphological

http://www.fishbase.org
http://www.fishbase.org
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innovations in scarid feeding mechanisms may have caused

strong habitat preferences and worked synergistically to

make parrotfish particularly successful on reefs, while

strong patterns of mate choice increased the rate of repro-

ductive isolation, and hence, diversification. In a group

such as Labridae with impressive biological diversity and

complex biogeographical history, it may not be uncommon

that multiple factors work together to result in observed

patterns of diversification. The phylogenetic framework

and results we present in this paper represent an important

step to elucidate these patterns and to understand the

underlying complex evolutionary processes.
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